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CHENEY-BUSH-CLINTON
HIGH TREASON
AGAINST THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE
TOTALLY ESCALATES
by Tom Heneghan

Fascist TRAITORS and War Criminals
Cheney and Bushfraud
http://www.stewwebb.com/BushCheney4th_reich.jpg

TRAITORS
Hillary and Bill Clinton and Dick Dick Dick Dick Cheney
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Click www.worldreports.org for the latest update on the Leo Wanta
case and the activities of sociopath and out and out fascist, alleged
Vice President Dick Cheney.
First today we would like to give you a quick overview, summary and
commentary on the latest developments.
It is important to remember folks that one crime by a gang of
criminals usually leads to another crime. It becomes a crime spree.
Item: Congratulations to HBO on their recent movie “Recount”.
The movie clearly indicates and proves that Vice President Albert
Gore Jr. not only won the state of Florida in the year 2000
presidential election, but won the state by over 70,000 votes or
more.
HBO Films: Recount
Information about the HBO Films original production 'Recount'
www.hbo.com/films/recount/

The coup d'état in the state of Florida in the year 2000 was
massive and on an unprecedented scale.
Where was the U.S. media during all of this? They were
covering up the crime and enabling the conspirators.
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Item: Congratulations to former White House press agent
Scott McClellan for fingering the imposter and White House
resident Bushfraud, i.e. taking America to war based on a
lie; an unprecedented criminal conspiracy orchestrated by
the Bush Administration with the help of the British
Monarchy to create false evidence that lead American boys
into Iraq to die for oil.
Reference: The forged British Intelligence dossier on Niger
yellowcake.
Where was the U.S. media during all of this? They were
covering up Bush’s deceit and enabling the ILLEGAL war to
be started based on false evidence.

Note: Israeli MOSSAD agent and Scooter Libby’s lover, Judy Miller of
the New York Times, purposely released lies and dis-information
that conned the U.S. Congress and the American People to go along
with Bushfraud’s TREASONOUS criminal act.

TRAITORS
KHAZARIAN Jews loser Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton
and Joseph Lieberman
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It should also be noted that some in the U.S. Congress, including
KHAZARIAN Jews unelectable LOSER and lesbian in-the-closet
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton and ratfink Joseph Lieberman knew the
British Intelligence dossier was a forgery but still went along voting
for the ILLEGAL war based on a lie.

TRAITORS
LOSER Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton and Dick Cheney
in acceptance of the American flag DESECRATED
by the FOREIGN Israeli Star of David superimposed
OVER the United States flag
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LOSER Hillary is a total stooge and puppet of Israeli Intelligence and
Dick Cheney.

It was daddy Bush’s little bitch, SERIAL RAPIST and AIDS positive
Bill Clinton that gave Dick Cheney’s Halliburton the exclusive rights
to rebuild Bosnia after the war in the Balkans ended in the late
1990s.
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The war in the Balkans became a recruiting ground for mercenaries
and assassins that are now part of the elaborate Gary Best-BushClinton “TRUE COLORS” assassination squads.
P.S. At this hour we warn all those who have their savings in the Mellon
Bank of Pennsylvania. It could be as early as tomorrow that Richard Mellon
Scaife’s alleged bank could face default on trillions of mortgage derivatives
tied to the UBS Bank in Geneva, Switzerland.

The entire Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate, along
with Republican presidential candidate John McCain’s
economic advisor, former Republican Senator Phil Gramm
of Texas, Cindy McCain, wife of Republican presidential
candidate John McCain, KHAZARIAN Jews Ed Rendell,
current Democratic Governor of Pennsylvania, and Joe
Lieberman, Democratic Senator of Connecticut, and none
other than current Vice President and War Criminal Dick
Dick Dick Dick Cheney, HAVE ALL BEEN SERVED WITH
RESTRAINING WARRANTS BY U.S. MARSHALLS
CONCERNING FRAUDULENT ACTIVITIES IN REFERENCE TO
THE MISUSE OF THE WANTA-REAGAN-MITTERRAND
PROTOCOL FUNDS.
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The cowboy hat Dick Dick Dick Dick Cheney wore at a U.S.
Coast Guard commencement ceremony was not only a
signal to commence “domestic assassinations” on
American soil of Bush-Clinton Crime Family political
enemies, but a signal to known Bush-Clinton Crime Family
bag lady and 7/7 London bombings terrorist suspect Eva
Telege aka Teleke aka Teleki to go to UBS Bank in Geneva,
Switzerland to await further instructions, i.e. financial
fraud reference the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol
Funds.
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Congratulations to Keith Olbermann, host of MSNBC’s
Countdown, for fingering Bushfraud as continuing to use
narcotics, i.e. cocaine, while serving as the imposter
Commander and Chief of the U.S. Armed Forces.
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With news tonight that the U.S. Military has shot down a rogue
U.S. SR-91 Aurora aircraft that was on its way to Iran for
whatever purpose, indicates a split of major proportion in the
U.S. Military and the determination of the patriotic forces in the
U.S. Armed Forces to arrest both Bush and Cheney as well as
BOTH Clintons for HIGH TREASON as to put an end to our
national nightmare with extra Constitutional measures.
The news of Bush’s cocaine use, his war on a lie, and the
fraud upon the U.S. Supreme Court that makes his alleged
presidency illegitimate, it is now only a matter of time
before the GREATEST Constitutional crisis in American
history commences.
Question: What will the co-conspirators and enablers in
the KHAZARIAN Jew-Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate-riddled
media do under these conditions?
They will probably order a pizza and hide out in Rupert
Murdoch’s basement.
Stay tuned for further developments.
HOW BUSH, CHENEY RIPPED OFF THE CIA AND THE
PENTAGON
http://worldreports.org/news/
135_how_bush_cheney_ripped_off_the_cia_and_the_pentagon

GOD BLESS AND SAVE AMERICA
LAND THAT WE LOVE
When the day of liberation comes to America
the guillotines will be ready for use on the
first day.
We already have a list of the TRAITORS that
will be brought to justice for their TREASON
against the American People and their
continuing Misprision of Felonies.
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The guillotines are ready and they are going
to drop for ALL prosecuted TRAITORS.

